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Power Grid for the iPhone introduces a 7 day Sale
Published on 07/29/09
Los Angeles Entertainment Group, the development group behind the hit puzzle game Power
Grid for the iPhone are happy to introduce a 7-day sale for the game allowing users to buy
it at 80% off. Power Grid is a game with a basic concept of restoring power to an
apartment building through the manipulation of blocks into various positions. Power Grid
has recently generated a lot of media attention for its addictive gameplay and mass appeal
to a large demographic of iPhone users.
Los Angeles, California - Los Angeles Entertainment Group, the development group behind
the hit puzzle game Power Grid for the iPhone are happy to introduce a 7-day sale for the
game allowing users to buy it at 80% off, only 99 cents. Power Grid has recently generated
a lot of media attention for its addictive gameplay and mass appeal to a large demographic
of iPhone users.
Power Grid is a game with a basic concept of restoring power to an apartment building
through the manipulation of blocks into various positions and making a path for the power
to flow across the board into the building. Obstacles (such as locked blocks) are
introduced later in each game mode to hinder your progress.
In the first gameplay mode, Classic, a grid for each level is provided. The user then
manipulates the blocks by tapping each one and rotating them into the best position. A
user receives time and score bonuses for making connections to multiple levels of the
apartment complex at one time.
In Arcade mode, blocks fall from the top of the grid and must be rotated and placed into
position before hitting the ground. When the block has hit the bottom of the grid the user
can no longer manipulate the position or rotation of the block. Los Angeles Entertainment
Group plans to create monthly updates of the Game. These free updates will provide users
with new features, options, and even a new gameplay mode - Gambit. These new features will
be largely determined by the community.
Features:
* 80 Levels of challenging gameplay spanning 2 game modes
* Updates with new features and game modes bi-monthly
* Play on the go with iPhone compatibility
Los Angeles Entertainment Group actively listens and requests information from their users
as-to how they believe the game could improve. These suggestions are used to generate the
new features given in each update. If a users feature suggestion is used, they will be
awarded with free downloads of any/all Los Angeles Entertainment Group software into the
future.
Minimum System Specifications:
* iPhone 3G, 3GS, iPod Touch (2nd Generation) 3.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
Power Grid sells for $2.99 (USD). However, during the one weeks sale Power Grid will be
sold at $0.99. Media outlets interested in reviewing Power Grid for their publication may
contact us for promotional codes. Please note we can not offer these codes to everyone, as
there is a limit.
Power Grid 1.0:
http://www.losangelesentertainmentgroup.com
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Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=323627392&mt=8
Screenshot 1 - Classic:
http://www.losangelesentertainmentgroup.com/PGClassic14.PNG
Screenshot 2 - Arcade:
http://www.losangelesentertainmentgroup.com/PGArcade.PNG
Application Icon Image:
http://www.losangelesentertainmentgroup.com/original.png

Los Angeles Entertainment Group is a concept development company. Through community
interaction, we hope to generate iPhone apps that evolve with our users based on their
wants and needs. Our goal is by using these methods, we can increase overall customer
satisfaction with our products and also make a better product. Copyright 2009 Los Angeles
Entertainment Group. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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